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END-OF-LINE

As a leading global provider of robotic case palletisers, we have successfully implemented 
hundreds of systems across various market segments. Our extensive experience in the 
packaging industry sets us apart from the competition. Whether it’s operating in frozen or 
ambient environments, our robotic solutions are designed to meet your specific needs. 
With both intermittent and continuous motion capabilities, our systems can adapt to any 
speed requirement. Additionally, we offer a wide range of proven end-of-arm tooling 
designs and patterns to ensure the perfect fit for your application.

ROBOTIC CASE PALLETISER

PALLETISING
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DESCRIPTION
Our product offerings feature compact designs, optimising floor space and enabling seamless handling 
of multiple products in a single cell. With state-of-the-art electro servo-driven technology, our 
solutions require minimal maintenance and are engineered to outperform conventional equipment, 
ensuring long-lasting durability.

Robot picking up a layer pad Robot placing cases on a pallet Robot placing layer pad on a pallet

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
• Enhance efficiency with multiple infeed and discharges for palletising multiple packaging lines

• Benefits of all electric operation

• Ensure optimal performance in frozen environments with our freezer environment package

• Customise and tailor your solutions with our Product Builder software

• Choose from a selection of robot manufacturers to meet your specific needs

FEATURES
• Our three-strand chain pallet conveyor design ensures an even distribution of loads during pallet 

transport, maximising efficiency

• Centrally located and easily accessible pneumatics feature a unique plug-and-play design, simplifying 
maintenance and operation, enhancing productivity

• Operator interface can be mounted in a number of locations to provide the best view of machine 
function

• Our pallet dispenser stands out as the most versatile unit in the market, thanks to its open architecture 
that accommodates multiple configurations, pallet sizes, and even forgives bad pallet quality - Choose 
between fork truck or conveyor loading options

• Light curtains are strategically placed at empty pallet loading and full pallet discharge with personnel 
access points conveniently located through interlocked gates

• Hassle-free programming access with a standard PLC port and electrical receptacle on the panel 
door, eliminating the need to open the door for quick adjustments

Contact our experienced sales teams today for a comprehensive review of your application(s) and to 
see how our Robotic Case Palletisers can benefit your company.
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